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INTRODUCTION
Few people realize the importance of agriculture to
New England. They would no doubt "be startled if they were
told that "In the soil of New England lies its greatest
opportunity, its largest potential wealth. "#
No doubt, the following statistics would also make
them open their eyes in wonder - for are not most of us
prone to think of this section of the United States as a
highly industrialized area? Nevertheless, agriculture
is the largest single Indus try in New England. We pro-
duce here, on some five millions of acres, products
valued at more than five hundred millions of dollars an-
nually. New England is no larger than the single state
of Iowa, nor so large as either North or South Dakota,
Oklahoma, Kansas, or Nebraska. All these are recognized
as great agricultural states but New England holds its
own with them in this field.
There has been a great deal of talk about the deca-
dence of New England agriculture. Many people are too
ready to say that New England has seen her best days, that
she is old, that the newer and larger agricultural sections
of the country have outstripped her. There has been much
sentimental talk about the abandoned farms of New England -
---French, George: New England Page 11
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talk of the sapping of rural life, of all New England life,
by the removal of our most ambitious young men and women
to the newer parts of the country.
These "doubting Thomases" can be answered very easily.
There has been a change in New England from general farming
to specialized farming. This has made certain areas, not
easily accessible or not fitted for the specialized type of
farming, less desirable as places to live. Gradually but
surely, these areas are going back into woods or are being
made into playgrounds for summer tourists. Surely this is
a sign of progress rather than of decadence; this is cause
for rejoicing, not for sorrow.
To appreciate and understand properly what New England
has done agriculturally, several factors must be considered.
Topography, climate, soil, social and economic changes, all
have contributed greatly to its. development
.
9
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMEN T
Colonial Period
When the Pilgrims came to America they found a dense
forest covering the area we now know as New England. In
order to have a plot of ground upon which they could raise
some plant products, it was necessary for the colonists to
destroy some of these forests. The trees were usually
felled during the summer and autumn and the stumps v/ere
burned the following spring. While the soil was still
warm, corn, a native product of this continent, was plan-
ted. This method of planting corn was taught the Pilgrims
by their Indian friend, Squanto. While the following may
be a slight exaggeration, it is said that corn, so planted
ir the early part of one day grew so rapidly that in some
instances the sprouts were visible above the surface on
the following day. -«-
Farming was necessarily very crude in this period.
Farm implements were, for the most part, made of wood.
They were clumsy, cumbersome things as compared with
modern agricultural machinery. Everything was done by
means of hand labor. and the process was necessarily a slow
and tedious one. It took one man an entire day to reap
one acre of wheat - and that was considered very good time,
---Gilbert, A. W. : The Food Supply of New England Page 2
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At first, all products raised were put into a common
store. This method was used because the Pilgrims were in
debt to certain persons in England who had lent them money
for the expense of their voyage to America. They hoped to
make money in common for the payment of this debt, but the
result of this was that some shirked their work and so this
system was abolished in 1623. At that time each family was
granted a tract of land upon which to raise products for it-
self. This arrangement resulted in greater industry and
even the women and children went into the fields to plant
corn, the principal crop grown.
This was a time of hardship and privation, of danger
from prowling beasts and Indians. The chief source of food
supply was the farm. Men. women and children toiled early
and late to supply themselves with necessities. The pro-
ducts raised were those that were most essential to the
needs of the home. "One Puritan said that his farm fur-
nished everything the family needed the year around, except
some ten dollars' worth of such necessities as iron and
salt. "*
All trading took on the form of barter. At first this
was carried on between neighbors; later, with the local
general store. It was a common sight to see the farmer
---Sanford, a. H. : Story of agriculture in the United States
Page 57
•f
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bring his surplus supply of apples, potatoes, cheese,
yarn, and even home -knit woolen socks to exchange for
the surplus products of some other member of the com-
muni ty . -*
«.s population increased, it was inevitable that
the original boundaries of the colonies should gradually
expand. For a little more than a century (until 1750)
this extension did not exceed much beyond the territory
we know as New England but the end of the eighteenth
century saw the beginning of that great westward march
across the continent.
This westward migration had a great effect upon New
England agriculture. /jWai-te -fcfce e^^atef iaa.^-©J*i-fey e€ tke-ee
wc-s-fcrwar-d me-v4rng p^o^le w^pe r*ew4ry arrived fc^e^e-a* iffiffti-
sjs*ae New Eng La-ftde^rs fekeift.*] This was the beginning
of the era of the "abandoned farm." Many of those farms
that had been developed in New England during the period
of expansion were unfavorably located and these were left
for economic reasons. Others were abandoned because they
were considered unproductive - not because, as it was then
believed, the soil was poor, but because the farmer knew
Early National Period
---Gilbert, A. W. : Food Supply of New England Page 3
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nothing about soil and climate and. had no way of knowing
what crops could be best raised there. Many of these
"abandoned farms" have since been turned into highly
productive forest areas.
As transportation developed, competition with the
rich fertile west became more and more difficult. All
grains became unprofitable crops in New England the early
part of the nineteenth century. Even corn could not be
raised as cheaply as it could be purchased. The New Eng-
land farmer was bewildered; he did not know where to turn.
The market for milk, and many other things that now bring
the farmers much money, had not as yet been developed.
The advent of agricultural machinery also added to
the New England farmer's difficulties. Our fields were
too small and stony to allow for the profitable use of the
huge tractors and reapers that were so well suited to the
western plains. About the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury, cereals and meat products were flooding our eastern
markets at prices far below that asked by the New England
farmer. Was it any wonder that so many of our farms were
abandoned and the interest of so many of our inhabitants
turned toward manufacturing?
It was during the latter part of the nineteenth cen-

(5)
tury that agriculture in New England seemed most hopeless.
The more ambitious had left the farms to seek their for-
tunes elsewhere. A feeling of restlessness and discontent
prevailed throughout the territory.
The development of the factory system also added to
the general feeling of discouragement. Many young men
and women left the farms because there was no longer any
need for so many workers at home. No longer were they
dependent upon their own efforts for food and clothing.
All these needed materials could now be bought - often-
times at a much lower cost than they could be produced at
home. Migration from the farm was nowan economic necessity.
Present Period
I think it is safe to say that at no time in New Eng-
land 's development has the agricultural outlook been as
encouraging as it is today. We have developed specialized
crops of our own - products for which we have become famous
the world over - Baldwin apples, Concord grapes, Rhode Is-
land Red hens, Morgan horses. These and a score of others
originated within New England and their excellence has ex-
tended them until they are known everywhere.
The many varieties of soil that we considered in the
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past to be so detrimental to agriculture is now considered
the very basis for our farm prosperity. Generalized farm-
ing rather than specialized farming has characterized New
England agriculture in the main. Because of this, the New
England farmer is not dependent, as is the western farmer,
upon a single line of farming. He can supplement his main
line and thus protect himself against failure. He is not
obliged to be a one-crop farmer. In some cases, however,
it has been found that the soils in different parts of New
England are especially suited to the raising of special
crops such as potatoes in Aroostook County, apples in Mass-
achusetts, onions and tobacco in the Connecticut Valley,
maple products in Vermont, cranberries in southeastern
Massachusetts. The upland regions have provided excellent
pasturage for our numerous herds. Lands that are not suited
to crop production have proved to be excellent forest areas.
New England agriculture owes much to the scientific farmer.
Our food markets are the best to be had and what is
more, they are right at home. Our freight rates compare
favorably with those incurred by the western farmer. Much
of our produce, in fact, is consumed locally, thus elimin-
ating the cost of freight shipment entirely. And our mar-
kets need not be confined to this region alone. Just across
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the Hudson River lies a region of tremendous population -
the vast markets of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
The New England farmer, if he wants to take advantage of
this fact, can find here an unlimited market for all he can
produce and more, either right at home or only a few hun-
dred miles away.
"in 1929 official government returns showed an in-
creased crop value over 1928 of $84,700,000 for the entire
country. New England farms alone produced $54,400,000 or
64^ of that increase and New England has only two per cent
of the land area and one per cent of the crop area of the
United States."" This is a record of achievement by our
New England agriculture not equaled by ary other industry
in any section of America.
Tercentenary of New England Agriculture Page 2
f
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GEOGRAPHY OF NEV7 ENGLAND
Size and Location
The six New England states, with a combined area that
is a little less than that of the state of Washington, oc-
cupy the extreme northeastern portion of the United States.
The states are small, with the exception of Maine, which
has only a few square miles less than all the other states
taken together.
New England, in fact, comprises the smallest section
of the United States. It lies between 40°58» and 47°38»
north latitude and between 66°56' and 73°42' west longi-
tude. Its greatest extent from north to south is about
five hundred (500) miles and from east to west three hun-
dred and fifty miles (350). Its total area, including
lakes, ponds, and streams, but not including tidewater, is
66,424 square miles. This makes up only two per cent of
the total land area of the United States.
Area of the Six New England States
total land water
Maine
.^3,040 29,895 3,145 square miles
New Hampshire 9,341 9,031 310 n it
Vermont 9,564 9,124 440 ti it
Massachusetts 8,266 8,039 227 it ii
•
3,000 feet and over
A Physical Map of New England
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Connecticut 4,965 4,820 145
Rhode Island 1,248 1,067 181
The three southern states are densely settled, Rhode
Island and Massachusetts being the most densely populated
states in the country.
Population Statistics
1930
Maine 797,423
New Hampshire 465,293
Vermont 359,611
Massachusetts 4,249,614
Connecticut 1,606,903
Rhode Island 687,497
Topography
The surface of New England throughout most of the sec-
tion is hilly or mountainous, but along the coast, it is
fairly low, especially in the three southern states. There
is, hov/ever, no coastal plain similar to that found in the
states farther south. In fact, the topography along our
coast might be described as rolling rather than level. Some
fairly level lowlands, however, are found in the larger ri-
ver valleys, but most of our rivers are small and consequent-
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ly their valleys are so small that they do not allow for
extensive plains.
The mountains of New England are composed of the
northeastern part of the Appalachian chain. They extend
from western Maine through New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa-
chusetts, and into western Connecticut. In Massachusetts
they are known as the Berkshire Hills, in Vermont as the
Green Mountains, in New Hampshire as the White Mountains,
and in Maine as the Highlands. The ranges are highest in
the north, gradually decreasing in altitude as they reach
the south. The following list gives the highest mountain
peak in each state.
New Hampshire Mt . Washington 6,279 ft.
Maine Mt. Katahdin 5,268 ft.
Vermont Mt. Mansfield 4,364 ft.
Massachusetts Mt. Greylock 3,505 ft.
Connecticut Bear Mountain 2,355 ft.
Everywhere in New England, the surface has been modi-
fied by the work of glaciers. The highest mountains were
covered to an unknown depth. The soil was pushed onward
and ground together; the underlying rock was smoothed and
scraped so deeply that even today the direction of motion
can be discerned by scratches made by the stones that
were frozen in the glacier. Great boulders were torn
t
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from hills and cliffs, especially on the southern side,
while the northern slopes were scraped down bit by bit.
This gives to many of our hills and cliffs their charac-
teristic shape - a long, gentle slope to the north, a
steeper and more rugged slope to the south.
Originally the surface of New England was a peneplain.
Evidence of this old plain many be easily had by looking from
the top of almost any hill. The hilltops nearly all lie in
line. If it were possible to replace all the material that
has been washed out through the valleys so as to lie even
with the hilltops, a relatively smooth plain would be formed.
Characteristic of New England's topography are the monad-
nocks that rise above these hilltops. Monadnock Mountain
in New Hampshire and Mt. Greylock in Massachusetts are ex-
cellent illustrations of such peaks.
New England's co-ost line is rugged and rocky from
Eastport, Maine to Boston. Around Cape Cod, however, there
are extensive beaches and marshlands. The shore is ex-
tremely irregular and consists of a series of narrow inlets
with low ridges between. The numerous small harbors, thus
formed, afford protection to fishermen, while the narrow
ridges furnish land for homes and small farms. Numerous
islands are found off the shore. These are the partially
drowned outer peaks of the mountain ridges
.
---Allen & Knowlton: Dodge 'a Geography of New England Page 119
s
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The rivers of Mew England are for the most part small
and short. They are navigable for only a few miles inland
and hence they have never been of great importance commer-
cially. They derive their importance from their value in
manufacturing. The great glacier exposed rocks here and
there in the valleys so that many natural dams were
formed, at which points the rivers now have falls. These
falls furnish excellent water power around which many of
our large manufacturing cities have developed. The Con-
necticut, which forms the boundary between New Hampshire
and Vermont and crosses Massachusetts and Connecticut, is
the longest river in New England. The other two waterways
of considerable size are the Merrimac and Housatonic Rivers
The glacier also left many depressions in which the
water accumulated as lakes. From almost any high peak
numerous lakes can be seer dotting the landscape and add-
ing to its beauty. Some of these lakes are used as sources
for the water supply of large cities; others have become
popular summer resorts. New Hampshire has one large lake,
Winnepesaukee , and many smaller lakes and ponds. More
than one half of the western border of Vermont lies along
Lake Champlain. Maine has many large lakes, notably
Sebago. Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Vermont also have
many lakes and ponds but none of any great size. In south-
(•
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eastern Massachusetts much of the area is made up of fresh-
water marshes and peat bogs. Taken as a whole, then, it is
fairly safe to say that New England is a well watered sec-
tion.
Weather Conditions
New England has long, cold winters, especially in the
northern section, and short, hot summers, sufficiently in-
tense for the ripening of crops. The climate is varied yet
healthful, with the greatest annual range of temperature in
the interior and the least along the coast. The yearly
o
range of temperature exceeds 100 in nearly all localities
and in some places amounts to 140°. The greatest range oc-
curs in the northern part of the section which has almost
as high summer temperatures as the southern part and is
much colder in winter.
Weather along the coast is, of course, more variable
than that found in the interior parts of New England.
Changes in temperature are oftentimes so sudden here that
a rise or fall of 50° or more in twenty-four hours is not
an unusual occurrence. Highest summer temperatures are be-
tween 90° and 100°. They very seldom exceed 100° and when
they do it is rarely for more than three or four consecu-
tive days. Lowest winter temperatures show a much wider

V\\\\\\Y
j
C3 Less than 30 inches
di 30 to 35 "
MA 35 to 40 "
1SS 40 to 45 "
4HP 45 inches and over
The Mean Annual Rainfall for New England
••
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variance than do summer temperatures. Northern New England
records temperatures of from 35° to 40° below zero, while
southern New England rarely receives any temperature below
zero
.
The rainfall, including snow and sleet in winter, is
abundant and usually well distributed. It tends to be heav-
iest among the mountains and the higher hills. There is al-
so considerably less precipitation in the north than in the
southern part of the section. The least amount of rainfall
is recorded in northwestern Vermont near Lake Champlain.
Average Annual Rainfall
Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Rhode Island
35 to 41 inches
36 to 39
32 to 40
42 to 48
43 to 52
43 to 52
In ths regions where the annual average is rather low, most
of the rainfall usually comes in the summer so that the crop
do not suffer as a result.
The growing season averages 190 days in the southern
section and 100 days in the extreme northern area. The
length of the season depends not only upon latitude, however
#•
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but upon many local conditions such as elevation, air drain-
age, nearness to large bodies of both fresh and salt water,
and the direction of the prevailing winds.
There is a great amount of sunshine from May through
September, providing sufficient heat to mature practically
all crops planted. Droughts are almost unknown. Destruc-
tive winds are rare. Violent disturbances, such as torna-
does, are almost unknown. Sudden showers sometimes damage
drying hay, but such damage is usually confined to small
areas. For the most part, weather conditions are such as
to promote the growth of crops, and facilitate farm opera-
tions .
Soil
The soil of New England, it is claimed by many, is its
greatest possible asset since the whole business of agri-
culture rests upon the soil.
Soils are the product of certain geological processes.
All the soils of New England owe their present character,
either directly or indirectly, to some phase of the great
ice invasion which covered the whole of New England even to
the very tops of the higher mountains. The soils which
formerly existed on the uplands were largely removed and
deposited irregularly in the lowland valleys. The sea also
t
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invaded portions of the present land area and added certain
important deposits. These two factors caused great changes
in the then existing soil conditions and as a result New Eng-
land soils are varied in character and texture.
Glacial soils are naturally fertile hen they are not
sandy. They can not always be profitably used for agricul-
ture, however, because of the large boulders of strong rock
which were removed from the highlands and scattered so thick-
ly over the surface as to make it difficult to till the
ground. In certain regions these boulders have been made in-
to stone fences or built into house walls and foundations.
There are still enough of them just underground, however, to
make it difficult to plow or harrow the ground.
Since the melting of the ice sheet, there has not been
sufficient time for deep soils to form again on the uplands.
Consequently these areas, which occupy a large part of the
mountainous and hilly regions, have so thin a covering of
soil (and that so broken up by boulders and protruding ledges)
that these regions are unfavorable for agriculture. They
are capable, however, of producing fine forests of both hard
and soft woods, and parts of them can also be used for rough
pasture of either cattle or sheep.
The lower and more even elevations are covered with
loams of various compositions depending partly upon the un-
t
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derlying bed rock and partly upon the materials deposited
by the glacier. This is a stony region in many places -
so stony, in fact, that cultivation is much hampered if
not entirely prevented. If kept clear of brushes and
shrubs, however, these stony areas often afford fine pas-
turage. The texture of the soil here varies from coarse
sand or gravel to fine silt. Many drumlin formations are
found in these upland regions and these have been found
so retentive of moisture that they keep crops and grass
green through very dry seasons when other areas are suf-
fering from lack of rain. When suitable for tillage,
these upland soils will produce fine crops of hay, ensi-
lage and field corn, potatoes, and apples. Small grains
also do very well upon them in many places.
The soils found in the river valleys are deep and
generally rich in fertility. Their texture varies from
fine, light soil to coarse sand and gravel. The coarse
soils found here are of little value to farming, but they
can be used profitably for poultry raising or the pro-
duction of timber. The finer soils are used extensively
for market gardening.
The southeastern section of New England contains many
marshes and swamps. The soils in these marshes and swamps
are heavy and full of vegetable matter. Drainage is usually
f
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necessary to this type of land if it is to be productive.
When properly treated, they are capable of producing
large yields of all crops suited to them. Some of the
crops raised here successfully are cranberries, onions,
celery, beets, carrots, parsnips, and first-grade hay.
Along the southern and southeastern shore, particu-
larly in Massachusetts and Rhode Island, the glacier de-
posited great areas of sand, so that these regions are not
so fertile as the river valleys.
New England soils are not "worn-out" or exhausted
as is so commonly supposed. In all of the New England
states there still exist large tracts of land that are
not occupied, and in the more northern states of Maine,
New Hampshire, and Vermong, there are still large areas
of soil which are as fresh as when the Pilgrims first
landed on Plymouth Rock. Even the tilled soils of New
England, which have been used for two and a half centuries
are rot exhausted. In too many instances they are merely
neglected. All soils require some fertilization. New
England soils are not exceptions to this fact and since
the New England farmer has been prone to forget this is
so, production has fallen off in many cases. Wise fer-
tilization, however, would soon restore this decreased pro
ductivity and in some instances would probably increase it
considerably.
---French, G: New England Page 171
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LEADING CROPS
f
POTATOES
The potato . in the extent of its use as a food, is
second only to wheat and rice. It is a native of South
America, where a species of very small potatoes was found
in use among the Indians when the Europeans reached that
continent four hundred years ago. The value of the potato
as a food crop lies in its remarkable ability to store up
starch, one of the chief kinds of human food. Its out-
standing service to man lies in the quantity of food that
an acre of potatoes is capable of yielding. No other
crop, except possibly corn, yields so much food in propor-
tion to the area of land that is used. It is, therefore,
peculiarly suited to countries of a dense population, where
large numbers of people must use inexpensive foods. It is
estimated that one-fourth of the human race eat potatoes
every day. In the United States the per capita consumption
of potatoes is 3.06 bushels.
Regions of Greatest Development
New England has long held an important pl&ce in the
production of potatoes in the United States . Approximately
15.6^ of the total value of the white potato crop is pro-
duced here. In 1930 the value of this product in New Eng-
land alone totaled y71 ,916,000. Production in that same
year reached 361,000,000 bushels in the United States. Of
tf
Leading Potato Producing Area
t
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that amount, New England furnished 56,325,000 bushels.
All six New England states produce potatoes, but Maine
holds first place not only among the New England states but
also among the other potato growing states of the country.
The July 1931 revision of the Division of Crop and Livestock
estimates, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United States
Department of Agriculture, gives the 1931 Maine production
at 51,765,000 bushels. The 1930 crop had an estimated value
of :
:
:30,000,000 and the 1929 crop of $60,000,000.
Thirty-eight million bushels of the 1950 Maine crop
were produced in Aroostook, the most northern county in the
state. The land area in farms here amounted to 868,000
acres, 155,000 of which were planted in potatoes in 1930.
Potato Acreage and Production
1951
Acreage Production
Maine 203,000 bu. 51,765,000 bu.
New Hampshire 10,000 1,500,000
Vermont 17,000 2,380,000
Massachusetts 15,000 1,495,000
Rhode Island 2,000 230,000
Connecticut 12,000 1,560,000
New England 257,000 58,930,000
---Economic Analysis of the Agricultural Industry of Mass.
Bureau of Business Research, B. U. Table #22 Page 30
t
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"The prominence which Maine, and particularly Aroos-
took County, has attained in the production of potatoes
is due in no small measure to the favorable soil and
climatic conditions found there.
"Potato growers have long appreciated that a suit-
able soil is one of the first essentials in economic pro-
duction. More than two-thirds of the crop is now grown
on a brown silt loam commonly referred to as Caribou loam.
This is typically good potato soil and produces maximum
crops. Such soil, unlike light, sandy loams, retains
moisture when rainfall is below normal. Furthermore,
this soil, because it is much more readily tilled and
does not offer the difficulties at digging which occur
with the heavier types, makes it possible to operate
large acreages under a single management.
"A second fundamental requirement is favorable cli-
mate. The potato plant thrives best where the weather
is relatively cool. The character of the weather in July
and August is especially important. While potato growers
can not alter or control climatic conditions, they can,
and in general do, plant early so that adverse summer
weather has the least reducing effect upon "set". Rela-
tively early planting is best, other factors being equal. "-«-
-"-Gardner, A. K.: Maine Potatoes Maine Bep't of Agriculture
Bulletin #201 Page 5

Potato Yields Per Acre
In Bushels
Based upon material obtained from
Tercentenary of New England Agriculture Page 76
G» i
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"Rainfall is also important, as a general rule, from
twelve to eighteen inches of rainfall during the growing
period are considered essential for large yields. Natural-
ly, the cooler the weather, the less rainfall demanded . "-«-
Amount Produced
The yield per -acre here is the best in the country.
In Aroostook County a yield of 475 bushels per acre is not
uncommon in a good season. The following list shows the
average yields per acre in the leading potato growing states
of the country.
Maine 277 bushels per acre
Minnesota 83 "
Michigan 70 "
isconsin 92 "
New York 92 "
Pennsylvania 110 "
The other New England states also have a yield high above
the average of the important potato producing states.
Vermont 150 Bushels per acre
New Hampshire 166 " * "
Massachusetts 133 " " "
-«-Ibid Page 5
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Amount Available fop Export
Aroostook County ships annually more than twenty thous-
and carloads of potatoes. In only a few other counties of
the commercial potato regions do shipments exceed five thous-
and cars and in most of them it is less than one thousand
cars per county.
Because the crop is a bulky one, potatoes do not move
far to their markets. This fact gives the New England po-
tato growers economic protection in that it is too costly
for other areas to transport potatoes to this district.
Maine, together with New York and New Jersey, supplies the
large eastern centers of population.
New Hampshire. Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
and Connecticut rarely produce sufficient potatoes to sup-
ply their own needs. Maine, however, makes up for this de-
ficiency, and so New England as a whole raises enough po-
tatoes to meet the demand of its markets.
Maine also has a large surplus of this product avail-
able for export. The following is a list of the principle
markets for Maine potatoes in 1930.-*
Baltimore 1,371 carloads
Boston 5,645 it
-::-Ibid Page 35
/Q
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Buffalo 274 carloads
Cleveland 1,602 ii
Newark 826 ti
New York City 9,849 ii
Pnilad.elpnia ^ oneO , CUD ti
Pittsburg 2,241 ii
Providence 993 it
Washington, D. C. 758 ti
Seed Potato Industry
Any mention of the potato crop of New England would
be incomplete without a discussion of the seed potato in-
dustry which has grown to be quite an important factor in
t is region. For it is in the development of this phase
of the industry to which the future looks for increased
sales
.
New England is not as yet getting its full share of
this seed business. It is fair to state that there is no
section where better seed can be produced than here in New
England. The difficulty lies in the fact that few dealers
know that we produce such seed.-"- Some method should be de-
vised to notify consumers that real seed is being produced
in this territory. We should discourage, by educational
methods, the use of table potatoes for seed and should
--Tercentenary of New England Agriculture Page 76
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recommend the use of certified seed, that is, potatoes
raised especially for the purpose. More money should
be spent on potato research work by our experiment sta-
tions so that the very difficult task of giving us the
best information on potato diseases can be carried out.
The extension service connected with the various col-
leges can do a wonderful work in conducting demonstra-
tions which will show how to increase the per acre yield.
With these points taken care of there is no reason why
New England should not make rapid strides in the build-
ing up of this phase of the potato industry.

CRANBERRIES
Historical Development
It is recorded, historically, that cranberries were
first found in Cape Code in 1602 by Bartholomew Gosnold,
the English navigator. It is further recorded that when
the Pilgrims killed the wild turkeys for their first
Thanksgiving they found these red berries growing in a
wild state upon the marshlands adjacent to the Plymouth
settlement
.
In 1638 an English naturalist visited this section
and in making a record of New England "rarities" mentions
cranberries, which he stated "The Indians and English use
much, boyling them with sugar, for sauce, to eat with
their meat."
In 1677 it is recorded that the loyal subjects of
the Cape Cod Peninsula presented Charles the Second with
gifts from this territory among which were ten barrels
of cranberries.
The real history of the cranberry industry begins in
1846 when Edward Thatcher of Yarmouth started the commer-
cial cultivation by setting out one and one-half acres of
land with cranberry vines. At about this time, also,
Henry Hall, an inhabitant of the town of Dennis, selected
-»-:; 4 ,000,000 of Cranberries N . E. Cranberry Sales Co. Pag
• (J
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a swamp of practically no value, cleared it of trees, and
set it out with cranberry vines.
The prices received for the product of these bogs great-
ly stimulated the interest in the industry and the scientific
cultivation of the cranberry became very general in Barnstable
County during the next twenty years. Within a generation,
large and important developments of cranberry bogs had been
undertaken in Plymouth County.
The business has grown until now it has become one of
the most important industries of Massachuse t r s , the produc-
tion from this section being 67/o of the entire cranberry crop
of the United States with an annual average value of about
five millions of dollars ($5,000,000). At the present time
there are approximately fifteen thousand (15,000) acres* of
cranberry bogs in Massachusetts which yield about one-half
million barrels annually.
Produc tion
Massachusetts is the only New England state producing
cranberries of any commercial importance. The industry is
localized on. Cape Cod in Massachusetts which supports the
largest cranberry growing industry in the country.
-x-Ibid Page 5
0 »
Where Two-Thirds of the World's Cranberry Crop is Crown
$5,000,000 of Cranberries * New England Sales Co. Page 1
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Production of Cranberries in the United States & Massachusetts
Year
1927
1928
1929
1930
United States
496,000 bbls
.
551,000 "
546,500 "
570,500 "
Massachusetts of U.
370,000 bbls.
335,000 "
400,000 "
380,000 "
64.7
69.8
66.7
66.8
Cranberry Acreage in United States and Massachusetts
Year
1927
1928
1929
1930
United States
28,495 acres
28,570 "
28,670 "
28,750 "
Massachusetts
13,900 acres
13,900 "
14,000 "
14,000 "
Massachusetts Acr.eage by Counties
1930
% of U. S
48.8
48.7
48.7
48.7
Barnstable 4,350 acres
Bristol 420 ti
Dukes 50 ri
Essex 10 it
Middlesex 160 ti
Nantucket 330 n
Norfolk 60 ii
Plymouth 8,620 ti
*An Economic Analysis of the Agricultural Industry of Mass.
Bureau of Business Research, B. U. Page 23
t
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Consumption
Massachusetts and New England consume considerably less
cranberries than many other sections of the country. Although
essentially a Massachusetts product, the chief market for
cranberries is in the middle western states - Illinois, Ohio,
Minnesota, Missouri, Iowa, and Indiana. The following excerpt
from a letter sent out by the United Cape Cod Cranberry Company
gives some explanation for this fact.
"The reasons for the increase per capita sales in the
central states are several:
First; \v the New England States where the per capita
consumption is about .4 of a pound, poorer quality and poorer
packed berries are the rule, simply because we are so near
the point of production that many small growers who are more
or less responsible, will put up any kind of a berry in any
kind of a way, and ship to these nearby points to commission
men
.
Again, many of the larger growers will have tail ends
of their shipments which are not suitable for long distance,
and these, too, will be packed for local consumption.
As evidence of this, when we brought out our superior
quality of ready-to-serve cranberry saude, the Ocean Spray
Brand, that immediately had consumer acceptance, and the sale
has constantly increased in w ew England.
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Second: There were a number of large buyers of cran-
berries in Des Moines and through that section, who put over
real sales campaigns annually for many years. They were far
enough away from the Cape to avoid the disturbance of these
poor and local shipments, hence, could do something really con-
structive. They moulded the habits of the people through the
grain growing section, and those habits have been continued."
While the berries into that territory of course must be
picked 25% green, in order to stand shipment, yet they are
packed better and are a superior quality to those reaching the
nearby markets .
"
Estimated Consumption of Massachusetts Cranberries for Year
Ending December 1930*
Es tima ted Percentage
Per Capita Consumption
Consumption of Massa-
Barrels in chusetts
States Consumed Pounds Cranberries
Illinois 47,872
.63 13.8
Ohio 35,156
.53 10.1
New York 29,682
.24 8.5
California 29,000
.51 8.2
Minneso ta 26,656 1.04 7.7
Missouri 25,466 1.13 7.4
Canada 22,666
.03 6.6
Few England States 20,000
.24 5.8
Iowa 14,552
.59 4.2
Indiana 13,328
.41 3.8
Ibid Table #9 Page 15
i
Based Upon Materia] Obtained in £5,000,000 of Cranberries
Monthly Consumption of Cranberries
o
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In 1930 Massachusetts produced about 380,000 barrels
of cranberries. Only 20,000 of these barrels were consumed
in New England. Massachusetts, the cranberry state of the
country, consumed only 0.26 pounds per person in 1930 as
compared with 0.48 pounds for the country as a whole and
1.13 pounds for Missouri, 1.04 pounds for Minnesota, and
0.83 pounds for Utah, the three states with the highest
per capita consumption.
Outlook for the Future
The consuming public looks upon the cranberry as a
luxury rather than a prime necessity. It Is generally
considered a holiday fruit. Thanksgiving and Christmas
bring the turkey with its cranberry sauce to the minds of
the American people, but Thanksgiving and Christmas de-
mands alone are not sufficient to support the industry.
The accompanying graph shows the seasonal demand for this
fruit. Over three-fourths of the crop is marketed dur-
ing October, November, and December. This heavy demand
during so short a period makes it difficult for the
growers. Therefore, one of the important tasks before
the producers is that of lengthening the period of con-
sumption. The consumption of the fruit also depends,
it has been noted, upon the supply and price of sugar.
i
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Unquestionably, a relatively high price for sugar curtails
the consumption of cranberries.
Increased consumption of this product, so important to
Massachusetts, can be obtained by:
1. Establishing a reputation for quality.
2. Advertising sufficiently to bring the
berries forcefully to the attention of
the consuming public.
3. Stabilizing the price.
4. Controlling production
5. LIore co-operation between the three
cranberry producing states, New Jersey,
Wisconsin, and Massachusetts.
<1
ONIONS
Produc tion
Onions are one of the most widely grown of truck crops.
Their commercial production is most extensive on the muck
soils of the Great Lakes region and New York, on the irri-
gated lands of Texas and the Southwest, and on the sandy
loam soils of the Connecticut River Valley in New England.
Onions may be found in home and market gardens where they
are grown primarily for green or bunch purposes.
"The best growing conditions for onions include a deep,
fertile soil having: a e-ood water-holding capacity and a long,
cool growing season, terminated by comparatively warm, sunny
weather to mature and dry the bulb."-«-
In 1930, the Massachusetts farmer cultivated nearly
three thousand acres of onions. This was only about three
per cent of the total onion acreage of the United States.
The yield per acre, however, in Massachusetts was thirty
per cent higher than the average for the whole country. The
annual average production of onions in Massachusetts for
that same year was 1,063,000 bushels. This was approxim-
ately four and one-half per cent of the production of the
United States as a whole.
:-Snyder. G. B. : Growing Onions Page 2
0
Leading Onion Area
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Union Acreage*
United States 86,998 acres
New England 3,936
Maine 64 „
New Hampshire 52 I,
Vermont 86 „
Massachusetts 3,422
Rhode Island 42 it
Connecticut 270 „
New York 7,908
New Jersey 2,429
Ohio 7,151
Indiana 8,345 „
Illinois 5,286 „
achusetts Onion Acreage by Counties
1929
Franklin County 1,430 acres
Hampden County 20 it
Hampshire County 1,280 ti
% -::-U. 3. Census of Agriculture 1930 Page 48
#An Economic Analysis of the Agricultural Industry of Mass.
Bureau of Business Research, B. U. Page 27
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Onion Production in United States and Massachusetts
Year
1927
1928
1929
1930
United States
42,083,000 bu:
33,163,000 bu.
44,622,000 bu.
46,262,000 bu.
Massachusetts ' of U.
1,342,000 bu.
840,000 bu
•
1,051,000 bu.
1,063.000 bu.
5.6
4.1
4.1
4.0
Massachusetts Onion Production by Counties
1929
Franklin County 529,000 bu.
Hampden County 6,000 bu.
Hampshire County 516,000 bu.
Massachusetts exported in 1930 to other states
279,000 bushels of onions and imported 892,000 bushels
The volume of imports was 1784 carlots (approximately
500 bushels to a carlot). The source of these imports
v/ere
New York
Texas
Michigan
California
Indiana
Ohio
Others
331 carlots
279
213
188
175
91
100
-::-Ibid Page 26
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^> Consumption
The average annual consumption of the onion crop in
Massachusetts in 1930 was 1,250,000 bushels. About 8b%
of this amount is produced in the state, yet because large
quantities of these home grown onions are shipped to other
parts of the country, it is necessary to import approxim-
ately 892,000 bushels to meet consumer reeds.
The estimated average consumption of the onion crop
for New England is 17.4 oounds per person. For the United
States as a whole it is 10.48 pounds per person.
Future Development
Onions, in times past, have been very profitable but
are now meeting rather severe competition from Mew York,
Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan. This severe competition can
be traced to new land development, cheaper labor, and fewer
insect pests. A heavy labor investment is needed in order
to grow onions successfully since this crop is one which re-
quires peculiar treatment under particular environment in
the way of cultivation. The present acreage is sufficient
to meet the present demand. It is true, of course, that we
import considerable amounts of this crop but that is due to
the highly seasonal oroduction within the state and the fact
that the consumer demand is the same the year round.

TOBACCO
The tobacco plant, a native of America, was entirely
unknown to the people of Europe, before the voyages of the
early explorers. The Spaniards were the first to introduce
the cultivation of this plant in Europe but the practice
of smoking was introduced through England and spread rapid-
ly throughout the Continent. This created a great market
for tobacco, which at the time was supplied mainly by the
United States. This country is still the leading tobacco
producer in the world.
Production
The region where this crop is of great commercial im-
portance is along the Connecticut River, extending as far
north as Westminister, Vermont and south to East Haddam,
Connecticut. A small area is found also along the Housa-
tonic River in Connecticut.
Tobacco Acreage
1950
United States 2,020,000
Massachusetts 8,000
Connecticut 23,000
-"-Whitbeck & Finch: Economic Geography Page 83
* United States Statistical Abstract 1932 Page 646
orJ
Leading Tobacco Areas
Dodge »a Geography of New England Page 32
(
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Tobacco yields in the Connecticut Valley are among the
highest in any part of the country.
Tobacco Yields Per Acre
United States
Massachusetts
Connecticut
The above yields resulted in a crop estimated to be worth
$15,500,000 or 5.7# of the country's production.
New trgland soil is especially adapted to growing the
tobacco of which cigar wrappers and binders are made. This
differs greatly from the heavier and coarser types to tobac-
co grown in the South. This type of tobacco has always com-
manded a good price on the market and so production per
acre is extremely valuable, ranging anywhere from five hun-
dred dollars to seven hundred dollars an acre.
Future Outlook
A Fli '.pse into the past reveals that the tobacco in-
dustry has been fighting an up-hill battle. No plant has
been so constantly affected by legislation and paid so
797 pounds
1340 "
1302 "
---Ibid Page 646
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large a portion of the expenses of the government; no plant
has been so spoken against; no plant has spread so fast or
so widely in cultivated lands, nor, with few exceptions, is
used today by so large a number of the human race as tobaccoV
And yet, tobacco production in the Connecticut Valley
is not economically sound today. This region has been pro-
ducing more than the existing demand for tobacco by about
ten million pounds annually for more than five years. Pro-
duction, which was stimulated to high levels by war demand,
has not, as yet, been decreased. In the face of this over-
production there has been a marked falling off in the de-
mand for certain grades of cigars into -which Connecticut
Valley tobacco largely entered. Along with this there has
been a change from cigar smoking to cigarette smoking.
There is only one way in which Connecticut Valley to-
bacco producers can hope to remedy the present situation
and that is by a reduction in tobacco acreage.
-"-Connecticut! Department of Agriculture Connec ticut Page 8

APPLES
History
The apple has long "been known as the" "king of fruits"
and the New England apple, it is claimed by many, may well
be called the "king of kings" because of its incomparable
flavor. Former Pres. Butterfield of the Massachusetts Col-
lege of Agriculture in an address on the possibilities of
New England agriculture said as regards this crop "And then
there is the fruit flavor . It may be soil, it may be cli-
mate, it may be the altitude of some of the hills; but no
matter what it is, there are few spots on earth where ap-
ples take on a better flavor than in New England."
There were no apples in America when the Pilgrims
landed. Some of the early colonists brought apples with
them from England and the Continent and because the In-
dians liked the fruit they gave them some apple seeds.
These, the Indians planted far into the wilderness.
Pioneer settlers, travelling westward, found apple trees
growing in a supposedly wild state and it was believed that
they were native products. It soon became apparent, however,
that this so-thought wild fruit was the result of the seeds
given the Indians by the early colonists.
---French, George: New England Page 115
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Production
The climate of New England is suitable for the proper
growing, ripening, and coloring of the fruit. The rolling
topography of the country is also very adaptable to fruit
growing as it allows for good air drainage. The granitic
soils found here are also excellent for apple production,
since apples require only moderately porous soils for free
under drainage.
The New England Baldwin belt, extending from Maine to
Connecticut, is the most important apple district in the
northeastern area. The predominance of Baldwin apples in
this region gives the name to this district. In 1930 the
United States produced 163,543,000 bushels of apples. Of
this amount New England produced 12,287,000 bushels valued
at approximately $12,000,000*
The number of apple bearing trees in the New England
states for 1931 as given in the United States Statistical
Abstract is as follows:
Maine 1,310,000 trees
New Hampshire 578,000
Vermont 800,000 ii
Massachusetts 1,713,000
Connecticut 675,000 I!
*An Economic Analysis of the
Bureau of Business Research
Agricultural Industry of
Boston University Page
Ma s s .
32

Leading Fruit Producing Areas of N. E.
Dodge 's Geography of New England Page 33
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In Massachusetts is the famous Nashoba fruit belt, com-
prising Middlesex and the eastern '.Vorcester counties. In this
region, the growing of fancy apples, chiefly Mcintosh, has
been developed as a specialized industry. Franklin county is
another area especially fitted for apple growing in Massa-
chusetts. Prom this section alone, some ten thousand bar-
rels are shipped annually.
For the most part, the crop is marketed within New Eng-
land. Vermont and Connecticut ship some apples to New York,
and Maine exports considerable amounts to England. The New
England markets are often glutted with locally produced low-
grade apples , but there is rarely a supply of New England
apples good in quality and size sufficient to meet the de-
mand .
Shipment of Apples by States
1930
Western States 389,101 barrels
Massachusetts 12,141 "
Maine 7,459 "
New York 76,747 "
Virginia 74,843 "
Others • 243,630 "
-"-Tercentenary of New England Agriculture Page 19
#An Economic Analysis of the Agricultural Industry of Mass
Bureau of Business Research, B. U. Page 33
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Varieties of Apples Raised Here
The more important commercial varieties of apples in
New England are generally designated as "The New England
Seven" . Although in this section of the United States
there can "be found no less than fifty varieties in the com-
mercial orchards of today, these seven varieties have been
chosen as representative of New England because each has
proved itself especially adapted to some portion of New
England.
Mcintosh . This is unquestionably our most popular and
profitable apule variety. The tree is very hardy and may
be safely planted in almost any part of New England. The
New England Fruit Survey of 1925 showed a total of about
750,000 trees of this variety in commercial orchards. Less
than one per cent of these trees were over thirty years of
age, and about fifty per cent were under bearing age. It
is estimated that the 1940 Mcintosh crop of New England will
be more than three times that of 1925.
Baldwin . This is the most - widely known apple variety
in New England. It is a standard variety not only on the
eastern market, but is also one of the leading apples in
the export trade. The New England Apple Survey of 1925
listed the number of Baldwin trees as 1,826,000. This was
---New England Extension Service New England Seven
•
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thirty-eight per cent of the total number in commercial
orchards. More than forty per cent of these trees, however,
were thirty years old or older, and only eighteen per cent
were under bearing age. These figures indicate a slight
falling off in Baldwin production in New England, and in
view of the increasing popularity of the Mcintosh, some
decrease in the Baldwin crop may be in keeping with future
market demands . This fruit seems to grow especially well
in parts of southern New Hampshire and northern Massachu-
setts .
Gray ens tein . This is probably the best commercial
apple in New England in its season. This variety ranks
fifth in total number of trees. Thirty-eight per cent of
the trees are non-bearing, and since only thirteen per
cent are over thirty years of age it is estimated that
the Gravenstein crop of 1940 will be nearly double that
of 1925. The Gravenstein tree is rather particular as
to location. It does well In parts of eastern and south-
ern New England but in the higher altitudes the tree of-
ten suffers from ./inter injury.
-hode Island Greening . In spite of its lack of red
color the Rhode Island Greening deserves a place on the
list of varieties recommended for New England. It is a
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fairly hardy apple and its range of adaptability is practi-
cally the same as that of the Bald in. On account of the
discrimination against a green apple in some markets, how-
ever, it would be inadvisable to plant this variety exten-
sively without taking market demands into consideration.
The demand in the New England markets is likely to be limi-
ted," although New York City has long been considered an ex-
cellent Greening market. At any rate, where soil and cli-
mate are favorable the grower might profitably balance his
variety list with a fair proportion of this good old New-
England apple.
Yea 1thy . Although the Wealthy represents less than
five per cent of the total number of trees . it ranks third
in the commercial orchards of New England. Coming on the
market as it does between the Gravenstein and the Mcintosh,
the Wealthy is the best commercial apple of its season. It
has met with considerable favor as a culinary apple, and
for those who prefer tartness it is considered good for
desert purposes as well.
Delicious . While this variety represents only four
per cent of the total number of trees in commercial orchards
in New England, eighty-five per cent of these trees have
been set since 1915. It has been estimated that the 1940
crop of Delicious will be between eight and ten times as
•
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great as the crop of 1925. And unless the mortality due
to neglect runs higher than that of other varieties the
New England Delicious crop of ten or fifteen years hence
will probably compare in size with the Wealthy crop of the
present da:/. The Delicious may be grown with fair success
in a larger number of states than is the case with the
Baldwin and Kclntosh. This will mean keen competition in
the eastern markets.
Northern Spy . This variety is not as well adapted to
general planting in New England as either the Baldwin or
the Mcintosh, although it will succeed at altitudes too
high for the Baldwin. The Northern Spy seems to be at its
best on fairly heavy soil and at fairly high altitudes such
as are found in northern and western New England. The var-
iety does not do especially well along the coast or in other
regions of low elevation. The fruit, however, has a well-
established reputation on the market.

MAPLE PRODUCTS
"Of all the sweets that man has discovered in a natural
state, or has manufactured by processes of refining or blend-
ing, the most delicately flavored, the most supremely satis-
fying to the taste, is maple syrup. If the figure of speech
may be permitted in these days of an ever widening democracy,
maple sugar and maple syrup are the reigning monarchs of the
blood royal in the kingdom of sweets."
Production
Vermont is the only state in New England that produces
a large quantity of maple products. Small quantities of
both maple sugar and maple syrup are produced, however, in
New Hampshire, Maine, Connecticut, and western Massachusetts.
Just why Vermont is the only one of the states producing
this product in large amounts is not very clear. Perhaps
it is due to a technique developed through long specializa-
tion; perhaps Vermont really does produce the best maple
sugar and syrup and in that way keeps her lead over other
sections of the country; or perhaps the ridges of the Green
Mountains are especially suited to the growing of the Maple
tree. At any rate, Maple sugar and syrup are distinctively
Vermont products. So closely are the two associated, that
the mere mention of maple products immediately suggests
Vermont to the average individual.
^Vermont Maple Sugar: Dep't of Agriculture Bulletin #38, Page 5
Vermont

Leading Maple Products Area
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The areas of greatest production in Vermont is found
in the four northern counties, Franklin, Orleans, Caledonia
and Lamoille. Washington County, also, is a heavy producer
In general, production is heaviest in the northern part of
the state, and follows the line of the Green Mountains
.
In 1930 the United States Department of Agriculture
reported that the total number of maple trees tapped in the
United States was 14,421,000. Of this total 5,778,000 were
in Vermont. Prom this latter figure 1,239,000 pounds of
maple sugar and 1,398,000 gallons of maple syrup were made.
This crop was valued at $3,142,920. During a five-year
period, Vermont produced over half the maple sugar and more
than a third of the maple syrup made in the country - 43$
of the value of all maple products produced in the United
States
.
This product is a material source of income on many
Vermont farms. It is said that fully one-fourth of the
farmers tap trees and that from #2,000,000 to $3,000,000
annually flow into their pockets as a result. More trees
are tapped in Vermont than in any other state, the main
competitors being New York and Canada. Other areas form-
erly prominent are gradually disappearing. Vermont alone
seems so situated as to be able to continue to make maple
goods to advantage."'
---Ibid Page 3
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Statistic s on the Production of Maple Products
1930
States Trees Tapped Syrup Made
gallons
Sugar
lb.
Maine 307,000 47,000 38,000
New Hampshire 774,000 188,000 315,000
Vermont 5,778,000 1,398,000 1,239,000
Massachusetts 288,000 84,000 134,000
New England
(1929)
New York
7,026,000
3,720,000
1,356,000
1,123,000
1 ,261,000
686,000
Pennsylvania 565,000 224,000 87,000
Ohio 1,439,000 442,000 21 ,000
Michigan 930 ,000 297,000 49 .000
WI scons in 620,000 174 ,000 19,000
United States 14 .,130,000 2,594,000 1,718 ,000
(1929)
Consumption
In spite of the high reputation of New England maple
syrup and sugar, the demand for these products has not
kept pace with population or increased consumption of sweets
by the American people. Cane, and corn products are, to a
very large extent, substituted for pure maple syrup, because
of lower costs. Maple syrup can not be perfectly produced
at a competitive price level. The average price of maple
-x-Ibid Page 30
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syrup is about forty-five cents a pound. Corn syrup sells
for about five cents a pound.
The demand for pure maple syrup is confined largely
to comparatively wealthy customers, to those reared in
maple-sap districts, or to those accustomed to maple pro-
ducts since childhood. Consequently, a much more active
demand is found in Boston than in Philadelphia and ^ew
York
.
At the present time approximately one half of the
maple crop of Vermont is sold to dealers in maple goods.
Practically all of this leaves the farm in the form of
syrup. A portion of it is resold to consumers in the form
of pure maple syrup and sugar and part is mixed with cane
or corn syrup and goes to tobacco manufacturers who use it
to sweeten and flavor their finer grades of goods.
About one-third of the total crop is sold direct
from the farms of Vermont to lovers of maple sv/eets.
Some of this goes to residents of towns and cities of the
state, but large quantities are also shipped to all parts
of the United States. Small quantities are sold through
commission firms, and a little to local grocery stores.
Naturally quite a bit is retained for use on the farms
where it is made.
"
-"-Ibid Pape 21
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One of the most interesting developments in Vermont
Maple Sugar making in recent years is the marketing pro-
jects sponsored by the Four-H Club Department of the Uni-
versity of Vermont Agricultural Extension Service. The
sugar is put up in fancy pound and half pound boxes and
in one ounce cakes, the covers informing the public that
the Pure Vermont Maple Sugar was made and packed by Ver-
mont boys and girls
.
Purchasers have been found in nearly every state in
the union and in three continents beyond North America,
Europe, Asia, and Africa. As to countries, the list of
purchasers includes Spain, England, France, the South
African States, India Forea, China, and Japan. The mar-
keting of maple products by 4-H clubs is becoming univer-
sal throughout Vermont. It is a noteworthy project and
worthy of patronage, for these boys and girls are doing
their bit to "assure the purchases and the public what
pure Vermont Maple Sugar is."
"Sugaring Off"
"Sugaring off" is an interesting process as any one
who has watched the operation knows. The following para-
graph contains a brief description of the conditions under
which this process is carried on.
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"The season of sugar making usually lasts from about
the middle of March to the middle of April when the nights
are still cold and frosty but the days fairly warm. No
sap flows in cold weather; neither will it continue to flow
if the weather remains steadily. Alternate freezing and
thawing, crisp, cold nights and warm, sunshiny days, are
what make ideal sugar weather. Then it is that the sap
falls into the bucket with a drip, drip, drip that is mu-
sic in the ears of the sugar maker. "#
The essential steps in the making of maple sugar were
learned from the Indians who were familiar with this pro-
duct long before the white men came to this continent.
The Indians are known to have made maple sugar prior to the
year 1673. There are legends that tell of the breaking of
the root of a maple tree which led to the discovery of the
sweetness of the sap, and the catching of the sap. in which
venison was boiled.
"While Woksis, the mighty hunter, was out one day in
search of game, his diligent squaw Moqua busied herself
embroidering him some moccasins. For the evening meal of
her lord she boiled some moose meat in the sweet water
from a maple tree just by the wigwam. Becoming interested
in her work, she forgot the moose meat, and the sweet water
boiled away to a thick brown syrup. When Woks is returned
---Ibid Page 8
4
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he found such a dainty morsel ready for supper, as he had
never before tasted. The great chief eagerly devoured the
viand, licked the kettle clean, and then went out and told
his tribe that Kose-Fus -beh, a heaven sent instructor, had
taught Mo qua how to make a delicious food by boiling the
juice of the maple. And the discovery soon became known
among all the Indians . "-«-
The first task is to get the buckets, now usually made
of tin and large enough to hold, from 12 to 16 quarts, and
thoroughly clear and scald them. Next comes the tapping.
The tree is tapped by boring a half inch hole two inches
deep about four feet from the ground, a spout is driven
into the hole and the bucket is suspended upon a hook, which
is generally part of the spout, to catch the dripping sap.
The sap flow is rot continuous but is divided into short,
intermittent periods known technically as "runs." The sap
is more likely to flow in the daytime than at night, the
amount and length of duration of the flow depending pri-
marily upon the weather conditions.
The sap is collected after each day's run and taken
to the boiling or "sugar house" where it is concentrated
into syrup in large, shallow pans over a roaring wood fire
as rapidly as the capacity of the equipment will permit.
-"-Robinson, R. E
. : Atlantic Monthly June 1926
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A month of busy days and sometimes busy nights, ensues.
Then the cool, frosty nights and the sunny days which spell
sugar weather give way to the warmth and showers of April.
This spells "finis" to the sugar season.
>

market gardening
Produc tion
There has been a large increase in market gardening
since 1900. Farms raising these crops, which consist
mainly of lettuce, cucumbers, celery, carrots, beans, peas,
tomatoes, cabbages, beets, parsnips, radishes, squash,
peppers, spinach, and others, are located so close to the
cities that farmers can deliver their produce by truck
and either sell it to local merchants or else market it
themselves. One can see daily examples of such trucks
and wagons loaded down with vegetables raised within
twenty miles of the city limits at Faneuil Hall Market.
The climatic conditions of New England are excellent
for the production of high quality vegetable products.
The soils are so varied that in nearly every locality may
be found that sort particularly suited to the production
of small fruits and vegetables. The size of market gar-
dens is typically small. Those of New England vary from
five to one hundred and fifty acres. It is not unusual
for the product to equal a value of one thousand dollars
per acre.
Middlesex County in Massachusetts may be said to be
the home of this industry. It was here that the business
-"-French, George: New England Page 136
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originated and here it has largely developed.-"- In vegetable
crop valuation Middlesex County ranks second. Queens county,
Few York, with an area one- third larger than Middlesex,
ranks first.
The investment in growing these crops is very large.
In some cases expensive overhead irrigation systems are
needed. Greenhouses, requiring artificial heating, are
costly to maintain. Costs for plant food are large. The
market gardeners are always in competition with the fac-
tory for labor. When industry is prosperous, wages high,
and markets good, labor us usually scarce. When the fac-
tories shut down and wages fall, there is usually plenty
of labor, but, at the same time, a somewhat restricted
demand for the products of the market gardens.
All vegetables, however, are not grown under glass.
Outdoor gardening is highly developed in Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, and Connecticut. The three northern states,
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont, do not excel in this
respect, largely because of their lack of large cities
and dense centers of population.
-«-Ibid Page 137
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Markets
"The market for good garden produce is not only poorly
and inadequately supplied, but the consumption of vegetable
products is much more limited than it would be were people
either aware of the full virtue of vegetable products as
food or able to purchase them when wanted. Perhaps the
greatest immediate need is an- improvement in methods of
distribution. An educational campaign among those that
sell vegetables, which will show the profit in proper
handling and protection, as well as one among the general
public, to indicate the food value and health-giving qual-
ities of various garden products, would do as much toward
increasing the markets as any one thing."*
There are many small cities and large towns in New
England very inadequately supplied with vegetables of local
production. It is necessary for them to depend upon a sup-
ply of perishable products shipped from a distance. Great
quantities of vegetables are imported yearly from:
California Texas
Florida .Maryland
Virginia Georgia
New York New Jersey
These same vegetables could be produced here at a cost,
:-Ibid Page 138
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if not lower, at least as low as those imported. There
are shipped into Boston each season many carloads of caul-
iflower, celery, spinach, and tomatoes, much of which might
well be grown in the market gardens of New England. The
New England market gardener, if he so desires, has an ex-
cellent opportunity to build up a business that will pro-
vide a fair income and a pleasant occupation
Tercentenary of New England Agriculture Page 74
i
HAY
Next to corn, the crop of greatest total value in the
united States is hay. While the cattle and sheep can graze
in summer on most farms they must be sheltered and fed in
winter, and hay is the chief winter feed for domestic animals.
In fact, a map of the hay-producing regions would be somewhat
similar to a map showing the distribution of dairy cattle,
except that little hay is produced in the Gulf States where
the winters are short and mild.
In New England several factors combine to make hay an
important crop. The cooler summers with fairly well-distrib-
uted rainfall and frequent periods of summer sunshine are
ideal for the growing and curing of the hay. Heavy winter
snows diminish the damage which in other regions results
from freezing and thawing and winter soil erosion. This is
also the region of most recent glaciation and there are large
areas of marsh land better suited to hay than to grain crops.
In the eastern part of the region especially, there is much
hilly land that is unsuited to cultivated crops. Furthermore,
large quantities of hay are required for the dairy industry
of New England.
Only a small portion of the hay crop raised here leaves
the farm where it is grown in the form of hay. When it does
leave the farm it is primarily in the form of milk, cream,
butter, and beef.
---Whitbeck
, R. H. : Industrial Geography Page 116
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The many valley farms in New England fed with never-
failing streams, nrovide ideal meadow lands. It is not
uncommon for one acre to yield from three to four tons of
hay annually in New England although the average production
is aoo^it two tons per acre. Big hay crops generally result
in New England even though little care is taken to make con-
ditions right for the crop. Much of the hay land, however,
is run down for it is not uncommon to find fields that have
not been reseeded for twenty years.
In 1929 there were 5,113,000 tons of hay produced in
New England valued at approximately $68,380,000. Of this
amount the states produced as follows:
Maine 1,541,000 tons
New Hampshire 585,000 tons
Vermont 1 ,273,000 tons
Massachusetts 587,000 tons
Connec ticut 436 .000 tons
Rhode Island 51,000 tons
In Vermont, the most important dairy state in New Eng-
land, the hay crop occupies more than eighty per cent of
the crop land. This is perhaps the outstanding reason for
the success of Vermont's dairying industry since the easy
production of forage crops means cheap food for the cattle.
-"-Tercentenary of New England Agriculture Page 5
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DAIRYING
Historical Development
History relates that the first cattle to set foot in
America were two Alderney cows brought over on the "Char-
ity" in the year 1624. Probably these two cows were the
first to graze on the "common land" of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony. This marked the very beginning of our dairy-
ing industry.
Slowly and steadily more cows were brought from across
the sea to graze on this area that had been set aside for
the "common good of the inhabitants." The 3oston Common
soon became insufficient for the ever-increasing herd, and
pasture had to be provided elsewhere. Little did our fore-
fathers realize that in comparatively few years five-sixths
of all the improved farm land of New England would be given
over for the pasturing of nearly a million cov/s producing
one hundred and eighty carloads of milk per day at an annual
valuation of one hundred million dollars.
In a recent study made of this subject, it was said:
"Of all the single industries in New England, the greatest
has been and must be agriculture, of which dairying is the
largest and most essential single branch." In three of the
#Tercen tenary of New England Agriculture Page 4
"eyburn , Lyon: Importance of the Dairying Industry to
New England Page 5
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New England states, New Hampshire, Connecticut, and Vermont,
this vast enterprise is the leading industry and plays an
important part in the remaining states.
Geographic Conditions Afi'ecting Production
The favorable geographic conditions found here are per-
haps the best reason for the great development of this indus-
try In New England. J. P. Sheldon, in his book entitled
"Dairying" says "The characteristics of a naturally good
dair;/ region will generally be found to be a rolling, undu-
lating, somewhat hilly surface, a soil not too heavy and
damp, but deep, loamy, and retentive of moisture; a sweet
and nutritious herbage of natural grasses that springs up
early and tends to grow vigorously late in the season, a
somewhat low average temperature with frequent showers in
the summer, and a never failing supply of good springs."
This quotation explains in itself why New England is so
ideally suited to the raising of dairy cattle.
The hilly topography, cool climate, and good grass of
New England are, v/ithout a doubt, most favorable to dairy
farming. Hills th>-t are too steep for cultivation are in
most cases rounded enough to make excellent pasturage for
cattle, and the cool climate makes it fairly easy to keep
milk sweet and wholesome. The heavier upland soils are
---Page 17
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capable of producing good grass if given the proper care.
The New England farmer has, however, been prone to
neglect his pasture land. New England pastures were cleared
from timber from sixty to one hundred and twenty years ago.
So far as can be learned, they have been grazed continuously
from early spring to late fall ever since their establish-
ment with practically no attempt at refertilization . As a
result, these pastures are badly over grazed and the aver-
age farmer, instead of paying some attention to his worn-
out pastures, contents himself with purchasing western
grain. This practice has, to be sure, enabled the farmer
to increase his herd to meet the increased demand for dairy
products without considering the acreage per cow. An in-
creased price in western grain, however, would tend to ^'o-
{£$&£Jt its importation in any great quantity. Hence, the
farmer would do well to pay more attention to his grazing
grounds in the future than he has in the past.
Natural conditions of topography, soil, and climate
are, of course, fundamental in determining the location of
the greatest centers of dairy production. However, the econ-
omic development of the community and the development of
transportation are also very important in determining the
dispersion of the industry.
In the following diagram it is shown that the least
»
Each dot represents
500 cows
.
Distribution of Dairy Cows
Ibid Page 20
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density of milking stock is in northern Maine and New Hamp-
shire. Southern New England, with the exception of the Cape
Cod district of Massachusetts and southern Rhode Island,
s^ows a dense population of milking stock. In Vermont, the
greatest density is in the northwest; in New Hampshire the
density decreases towards the north.
These differences in the industry in New Hampshire and
Vermont are largely due to natural differences in soil and
climate. Much of northern New Hampshire is too mountainous
and rough for profitable dairying. Northwestern Vermont,
on the other hand, becomes more level toward Lake Champlain,
and the rainfall is much more favorable for the growth of
grass there. Again natural conditions of swamp and bog areas
sre largely responsible for the low production toward Cape
Cod in Massachusetts and in southern Rhode Island. Silliness,
soil, and rainfall are perhaps the chief factors in placing
Vermont ahead of Maine and New Hampshire in dairying.
The best natural conditions for dairying in New Eng-
land is found in western Vermont. "Vermont's abundant rain-
fall, cool climate, somewhat irregular topography and in-
herently fertile soils fix the type of her agriculture.
She can produce hay and pasture to better advantage than
other farm crops. Her success in the past has depended on,
and still depends on, turning the grass which grows on her
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meadows and pastures into the highest priced salable pro-
duct. This means that livestock farming must remain her
main agricultural industry, although its exact nature may
change. The feeding of cattle, horses, and sheep has been
important in the past, out now grass can most profitably
be turned into fluid milk." Maine and New Hampshire are not
favored with the best of soil and do not have as abundant
rainfall as the Green Mountain district.
The economic development of the various regions, as
previously stated, is also an important factor in determin-
ing distribution of dairying. The farms of southern New
England were developed generations ago and adequate trans-
portation facilities are available to bring the product to
the consumers. Due to better transportation facilities,
the Massachusetts and Connecticut farms produce more milk
per acre than do the farms in northern New England. But
for the superior natural advantages of northwestern Ver-
mont, the density of milk-cow population would be greater
in southern New England than in any extended area of the
north. As it is, the region of the greatest milk produc-
tion tends to be in southern New England, -/here there is
the greatest density of human population and transportation
has been developed to a high degree. In New England, then,
dairying tends to be most important on the farms near the
---Agriculture and forestry of Vermont. Vermont Agricultural
Extension Service. Bulletin #66 Page 2
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great centers of population.
These facts disprove the contention that the development
of industrial centers tends to drive dairying out of southern
New England. It is true, however, that the growth of these
industrial centers has increased the demand for milk, due to
increased population, to such an extent that it is necessary
to go a further distance for the supplies.
Nearness to the market adds value to any product, espe-
cially fluid milk and so in southern New England, practical-
ly the entire production is sold as fluid milk. In the
north, however, a great deal of the product leaves the farms
in the form of cream or butter and a little is sent out in
the form of cheese.
Size and Importance of the Industry
The gross income derived from the production of milk
and cattle in New England is estimated to be ^234,072,000.
This is 38.92^ of the total value of all farm income, which
fact makes this the largest single item of all the agricul-
tural pursuits
.
The following table shows the income derived from this
product by the individual New England states
.
---Weyburn, Lyon: Importance of the Dairying Industry to N. E. Page 19
#Data on Milk Industry of Massachusetts Massachusetts Dep 't
of Agriculture Page 1
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Gross Income from Milk and Cattl e
r.iilk Milk & Cattle
Vermont -30,132,000 |34, 566,000
Massachusetts 27,023,000 28,582,000
Connecticut 21,729,000 23,165,000
Maine 15,952,000 18,743,000
New Hampshire 11.567,000 13,165,000
Rhode Island 4,667,000 4,851,000
In Vermont this income is 62.5% of her total gross farm in-
come. In Rhode Island it constitutes fifty per cent of the
farm income; in New Hampshire forty per cent; in Massachu-
setts thirty-seven per cent; in Connecticut thirty-six per
cent; and in Maine twenty per cent.
The n-mber of dairy farms in New England total 92,506.
This averages almost seventy-five per cent of the total num-
ber of farms found here. For the individual states, the
largest number is found in Maine with a total of 28,951;
Vermont follows this lead v/ith 21,171; Massachusetts comes
next with 16,473 to her credit; Connecticut has 12,644;
New Hampshire 11,018; and little Rhode Island 2,249.
The following table gives the number of cattle found
on these farms
.
« Data on Mi-Ik industry of Massachusetts . Massachusetts
Department of agriculture Table #1
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t
Number of All Cattle on Farms
(U. S . Census
)
1930 1925
Vermont 472,183 393,274
Maine 257,048 236,446
Massachusetts 207,389 188,157
Connecticut 166,654 152,864
New Hampshire 155,827 121,064
Rhode Island 31,633 27,203
It is interesting to note that Vermont boasts of two hundred thousand
more cows even though she has almost eight thousand farms
less than Maine. All the states show an increase in the num-
ber of cattle over the last five year period.
The number of yearly workers employed on dairy farms
total 242,683. These men receive a yearly wage of approx-
imately (124,332,000. The state paying the largest amount
in salaries is Massachusetts, although she employes less
workers than the state of Maine.
The following ta'ole shows the amount of yearly wages
paid and the number of workers employed in the individual
-::-Ibid T^ble 5
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Number of Workers rinployed and ..ages Paid
(January 1932)
-
Wages Vorkers
Massachusetts • ,.33,126,000 o2 , 714
Maine 28 , 661 , 000 06 , 587
Connecticut 23,926,000 41,725
Vermont 21,543,000 48,693
New Hampshire 12.889,000 26,445
Rhode Island 4,187,000 6 , 522
The Source of Boston's Milk Supply
The city of Boston's daily milk consumption is tre-
mendous. It draws upon the surplus supply of the New Eng-
land states daily, going a distance of some three hundred
miles in many instances, as shown on the map.
The volume of milk received at Boston for the year
1930 totaled 207,000,000 quarts. The greatest contributor
was Vermont shipping a total of 139,000,000 quarts. New
Hampshire was the next largest contributor with 24,000,000
quarts; K ine shipped 10,000,000 quarts; Massachusetts
8,000,000. (Massachusett 1 s low figure is perhaps due to
the distribution of milk by privately operated trucks of
which it is impossible to keep a record.) Connecticut
ships to 3oston 2,000,000 quarts yearly. New York itate
* Ibid Table 7

Sources of Boston's Milk Supply
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also ships us great quantities of her surplus milk -
24,000,000 quarts in fact. Rhode Island has none available
for export since she herself must import large quantities.
In the March 1923 publication of the New England Dairy-
man there is an extremely interesting study of the per
capita consumption of milk in New England cities as compared
with that of other cities. In this research it was found
that the per capita consumption of milk in New England is
above the average for the country. The following figures
are offered as .illustration of this fact.
Daily Consumption in New England Cities
Boston .505 qt.
Hartford .520
Concord, H.H. .585
Portland .425
Consumption In Cities Outside New England
Chicago
.350
Rochester .330
Fort Worth .265
Louisville .225
Washington
.305
Los Angeles .485
Philadelphia .330
New York City .350
Baltimore .240
Denver .465
Kansas City .340
Detroit .420
Columbia, 3.C. .200
Omaha
.420
Page 15
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The Outlook for the Future
While predictions pertaining to the future are bound
to be more or less uncertain, indications point to the
possibility for a greater increase in the dairying indus-
try if certain measures are followed. These measures have
to do, for the most part, with the marketing of milk.
New England has unexcelled markets for good dairy
products near at hand. No other section has so many con-
suming centers of population in such a small area. It
has been suggested that the demand for dairy products in
New England could be increased. This could easily be done
through means of advertising. The New England Dairy and
Pood Council in Boston, Providence, and Worcester is doing
commendable work along this line. The larger milk com-
panies are realizing the value of such a policy. This
work, however, is only in the very early stages of develop
ment . Much more can be accomplished in this direction.
An educational campaign against milk and butter sub-
stitutes is another way of building up milk sales. Those
interested in dairying should work for the passing of leg-
islative laws protecting their interests against unfair
competition. The nutritive value of good milk should be
stressed. The public should be educated up to the realiza
t
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tion that there is no substitute for milk and butter.
Good quality milk is also an incentive to increased
sales. Give the consumer a good product ai.d he will come
back for more. Furthermore, a good product commands a
good price. A better understanding of the need and the
value of health supervision of dairies should be developed.
This is not only a protection of the producer's business
but a protection to the consumer's health as well. Ne
need in Hew England more co-operation between the health
authorities and the producers of dairy products.
It is only in the practicing of these measures that
dairying will flourish in New England to a greater degree
than it does today. The New England dairyman has ideal
conditions with which to work. He should take advantage
of them to the greatest possible extent.
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Educational Aids
Agricultural Colleges
The Federal legislation that made the six New England
Agricultural Colleges oossible was introduced in Congress
in 1857 by the late Senator (then Representative) Justin S.
Morrill of Vermont. It was not passed and signed, however,
until July 2, 1862 when it became a law. The act granted
public lands, the proceeds of which became available to
"colleges for the benefit of Agriculture and the Mechanic
Arts." Many educators consider the "Firs t-Morrill Land-
Grart Act" as the most important single specific enactment
ever made in the interest of education because for the first
time in history a nation declared that everyday affairs of
life, such as farming, were proper subjects for education.
In the words of its author, "The Land-Grant Act democratized
education. Its fundamental idea was to offer an opportunity
for a liberal and larger education to larger numbers - to
those needing higher instruction for the world's business,
for the industrial pursuits and professions of life."
Following the passing of this enactment, these col-
leges were organized all over the country. In Maine and
Vermont in 1865, in New Hampshire in 1866, in Massachusetts
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in 1867, in Connecticut in 1881, and in Rhode Island in 1888.
In naming* these institutions, a grave error was commi t ted
,
since they were not intended to be solely agricultural schools.
Because of the name they bear, many people labor under the im-
pression that the teaching of agriculture is the only aim of
the institutions.
There are three types of land-grant colleges, as they
are commonly called. In Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, and
Massachusetts, the college is part of the state university;
in Rhode Island there is a separate college of agriculture
and mechanic arts; in Connecticut the Storrs brothers, Charles
and Augustus, made possible in 1881 the organization of the
Storrs Agricultural School by giving one hundred and seventy
acres of land with buildings and six thousand dollars for
equipment and improvement. The General assembly of the state
provided additional funds ynd from this resulted the Con-
necticut Agricultural College. There are more than sixty
of these land grant colleges in existence today. New England
should be proud of the native son that had the foresight and
wisdom to prompt such legislation.
In looking through the catalogues of these schools, it
is easy to see that the curriculum is long and varied. It
V
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includes a multitude of courses which deal with various phases
of agriculture and related subjects. "The soils on which crops
grow; the crops which grow theron; their types, breeds, quali-
ties, breeding and handling in stable, yard, pen, and field,
their feeding and diseases; the products they make, such as
milk, wool, meat, and their manufacture; the management of
the farmstead as a business enterprise, including the opera-
tion of farm machinery; the marketing of farm products; the
industrial, social, and economic phases of rural life; fores-
try in all its branches; fruit and vegetable growing; flori-
culture; greenhouse management, plant breeding and forcing;
insects and farm pests in general; these and many more sub-
jects are included in the curriculum.
"
Agricultural colleges differ in many respects from the
usual college whose only task is to teach the student who
comes to it. An agricultural college has a threefold task
to perform - "to teach such students as come to it, to in-
vestigate matters relating to agriculture, and to extend its
information throughout the state by demonstration, ins true
-
#
tion and otherwise."
Research Work
Connected with each of the New England Agricultural Col-
leges are experiment stations maintained for the purpose of
^-Gilbert: The Food Supply of New England Page 97
#lb id Page 101
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investigating agricultural matters. Again New England acts
as a pioneer in this movement as in so many others, for the
first American experiment station was founded in Connecticut
about fifty years ago. The passage of the Hatch Act in 1887
established the first really national system of agricultural
investigation in the world. Today, there is hardly a civi-
lized country that does not maintain similar enterprises.
The American stations now receive yearly many millions
of dollars from federal and state sources to aid them in
their work. The New England stations' revenues approximate
about a half million of dollars .yearly . It has been estima-
ted that this is equivalent to about seven cents per year
to each New Englander. The stations issue many hundreds of
publications annually in which the results of research and
regulatory work are set forth, often important contribu-
tions to agricultural science. They employ several thous-
and workers. The subjects investigated cover the whole
gamut of agricultural science and practice. Unlike the
colleges, the experiment stations can not afford to attempt
to study all phases of agricultural endeavor. They confine
the research to a few specialized phases of the industry.
For example, in New England, Maine has specialized along
dairy, orchard, and potato lines; Vermont along dairy, maple,
"1
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and forestry lines: Rhode Island along soil fertility and
ooultry lines: Connecticut along tobacco, poultry and dairy
lines .*
Publications like these, every one of them the product
of expert study, sometimes covering terms of ten to thirty
years, are invaluable to the consumer as well as to the pro-
ducer. The research carried on by the stations has devised
methods of combating pests, has improved varieties, developed
types, discovered causes, suggested procedures, and prevented
frauds. As a result of this, it is safe to say that had it
not been for the work of these stations the world over, the
food cost of living today would be much higher and the out-
put much smaller and inferior.
Extension Work
Extension work, the third duty of an agricultural col-
lege, is another important phase -of the work carried on in
the New England Agricultural Colleges. This type of work
first started in the south in an effort to combat the boll-
weevil scourge. It was so successful in fighting this evil
that extension work, as a result, spread rapidly throughout
the country. The Federal Department of Agriculture was the
first to introduce this work to New England by sending
three county agents to Vermont in 1912. The following year
-"-Gilbert, A. W: Food Supply of New England Page 102
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saw many more such agents established in other parts of New
England, state appropriations were secured, and the work
was well under way. The year 1914 saw added impetus given
to this undertaking by the passing of a federal enactment
appropriating large sums for the "dissemination of useful
and practical information in agricultural and home economics
"The work is done in the main by personal touch. The
director, with his immediate assistants is located at the
state college; the specialists in dairying, fruit growing,
poultry husbandry, home economics, etc. are similarly loca-
ted but spend much of their time on the road in an advisory
capacity; and the field agents, county, home-demonstration,
and club agents reside in the county at some central point,
living all year with and among the people. They go out amon
the farm homes, work with farmers, farm women, and school
children, show them the whys and wherefores, the hows and
whens , and whats, demonstrating by field trials or otherwise
in a visible and tangible form the merits or demerits of a
given proposition."---
New England is well supplied with field workers as com-
pared with the country as a whole. She has one hundred and
tv/enty-seven county agents, sixty home demonstration agents,
and seventy-four county club leaders. § Over one million dol
lars is spent yearly for extension and farm bureau work.
---Gilbert, A. W.: Food Supply of New England Page 104
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Thirty per cent of this is derived from federal sources;
another thirty per cent from state sources; thirty-four per
cent is obtained from county sources; and the remaining six
per cent is received from various other sources. The money
received is distributed in the following ways:
N. E. U. S.
Administration 6% b%
Publication 2% 2%
County-agent work 32% 53$
Home demonstration 22% 16%
Club work 20% 6%
Agricultural specialists 12% 12%
Home Economics 3% 7>%
Miscellaneous 3% "6%
The three largest items in New England are counter-agent ..ork,
home demonstration, and club work. Perhaps a brief descrip-
tion of the work done by these agents will best explain in
itself why these phases of the work take almost two-thirds of
the money expended.
"The work of the county agent is personal work with the
men. He is the local agricultural leader, whose duties are
to advance the economic and social life of the rural people.
--•Ibid Page 105
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He counsels, advises, suggests, demonstrates, discusses,
addresses, and assists in the carrying out of programs and
projects. He is a busy man. The average county agent dur-
ing a year makes seventy-five demonstrations, holds fifty
demonstration meetings attended by eleven hundred people,
makes nearly five hundred farm visits which involve discus-
sion of farming operations, receives a thousand office
calls for consultation. He spends three-eighths of his
time in the office and .five-eighths in the field. His work
covers a wide field, "a few of the lines being; improved
seed control of animal and plant diseases, introduction of
legumes, improved cultural methods, drainage, irrigation
system planning and operation, fertilization, liming, pest
control, orchading, farm accounts, farm planning, farm
management, co-operative buying and selling, farm home pro-
jects, securing registered animals, cow testing, and test-
ing for disease."
The work of the home-demonstration agent is no less
arduous than that of the county agent. It is her job to
help the /omen of the farm. She shows them how to become
more efficient with less work; how to create a happier,
healthier farm home life; She brings to the home the facts
of diets and nutrition, clothing, health, and the like,
*Ibid Page 107
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worked out by experts in the college and elsewhere. Two-
thirds of her time is spent with the farm women in their
homes discussing household problems and smaller farm af-
fairs .
Perhaps the most interesting phase of extension work
is carried on by the county club leader, for he is training
the farmers and the farmwives of tomorrow. Clubs are formed
by boys and girls from twelve to eighteen years of age under
the general supervision of county leaders. The club is
formed with a definite object in view. Its job is to put
over a concrete project. It may be (for boys) the care of
dairy calves, the raising of pigs, the growing of potatoes
or corn or tobacco, or the making of maple sugar. It may be
(for girls) canning, or poultry raising, or cooking, or
dressmaking. The following is the pledge taken by each of
these boys and girls when they become a member of one of
these cluos.
"I pledge my head to clearer thinking, my heart to
greater loyalty, my hands to larger service, and my health
to better living, for my club, my community, and my coun-
try."
Club products are generally exhibited in competition
---Tercentenary of New England Agriculture Page 47
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for prizes at fairs. Demonstrations of the work of these
clubs are riven by "teams" at fairs, agricultural meetings,
church socials, school houses, and elsewhere. Boys may be
seen judging the merits of cattle, swine, and sheep; demon-
strating the Babcock test; proudly leading their own prize
calves, bedecked with prize ribbons, before the grandstand.
Girls may be seen exhibiting clothing and canned goods,
trimming hats, fitting dresses, etc.
The value of such work for boys and girls needs no
stressing. It is obvious that it is excellent training
for the future citizen along social, civic, and economic
lines. Every effort is made to see that the boys and girls
stick to their tasks and finish what they set out to do.
It is very seldom that this is not accomplished.
Extension work, the youngest phase of agricultural
endeavor, is doing probably more than any other single
line of work to aid agriculture in New England. It is de-
serving of every citizen 's hearty support.
Secondary School Education
Since the passing of the Smith-Hughes (federal) act,
which provided for subsidies to the states for the en-
couragement of the teaching of agriculture in the public
c
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schools, agricultural education has advanced considerably
in New England. By agricultural education, as defined in
the Massachusetts Acts of 191], is meant "that from of vo-
cational education which fits for the occupations connec-
ted with the tillage of the soil, the care of domestic an-
imals, forestry, and other wage-earning or productive work
on the farm."
Hundreds of boys and girls are now being taught the
elements of agriculture in the grades, in secondary schools,
and in special agricultural schools in New England. "The
idea is not to make technicians, not to make farmers, but
to inculcate a point of view, to teach agriculture, using <
it as an educational tool."-«-
In the highly rural state of Vermont, elementary courses
in agriculture are taught in fifty or more trade schools,
to more than a thousand children. Such subjects as animal
husbandry, farm crops, horticulture, poultry, dairying, farm
management, etc. are being taught in thirty-five high schools
to approximately seven hundred students. The state also
supports a special school of agriculture, to which students
of fourteen years of age or over are admitted, where for
two years they are given an intensely practical course in
agriculture, supplemented by muoh farm work.
•-•Gilbert, A. W. : Food Supply of New England Page 112
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Massachusetts maintains four county schools of agri-
culture. There sre also four evening schools in the' state
offering agricultural courses. Fifteen .high schools have
agricultural departments where direct preparation for pleas-
ant and profitable farming is the principal purpose and aim
of a four year course in vocational agricultural education.
The work offered is of less than college grade and designed
to meet the needs of pupils over fourteen years of age.
The following curriculum of the Norfolk County Agri-
cultural School gives a good idea of just what work is cov-
ered by the boys attending the school.
First Year
Agricultural Survey English
Elementary Vegetable Mathematics
Gardening Educational Guidance
Small Fruits General Science
Summer Project Physical Training
. econd Year
Poultry Husbandry English
Animal Husbandry Mathematics
and Dairying
Fores try Biology
Summer Project PI ysical Training
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Third Year
Landscape Gardening English
Orchading Applied Physics
Soils and Crops American History
Animal Husbandry and Civics
Summer Project Physical Training
Fourth Year
Advanced Courses English
Farm Mechanics Agricultural Chemistry
Farm Management Rural Economics
Summer Project Mechanical Drawing and Construction
Essentially the same work is carried on in the other
four states. The inevitable result of this comparatively
new work will be, ,,rithout doubt, the creation of a more
sympathetic understanding on the part of the rising gener-
ation to what there is to agriculture. It is a most in-
teresting educational experiment and from all appearances
it augurs well.
Agricultural Fairs
The agricultural fair was the very first means employed
in furthering agricultural education. It came long before
colleges, experiment stations, extension services, and clubs
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were even heard of. Like so many other things, the county
fair originated in New England, in Pittsfield, Massachusetts
in 1810. By the middle of the nineteenth century it had be-
come the dominant form of organized rural endeavor. In a
short period of twenty years some thirteen hundred agricul-
tural societies were founded, about one hundred of them in
\
New England, whose chief purpose was the holding of an agri-
cultural fair.
While the fairs of today are outwardly quite different
from those held years ago, they still serve the same useful
purposes . Emphases may differ but educationally, socially,
and economically, the fair of today is not very different
than that of yesterday. The person who has never attended
a modern agricultural fair has missed something well worth
while. The agricultural fairs of today are a happy combin-
ation of a theatre and a high school. Pleasure and educa-
tion go hand in hand there. People go anticipating a good
time. They get it, but they also come home with a number of
new ideas
.
Parades and picnics, circus features and concerts,
movies and merry-go-rounds, ball games and balloons, are
only a small part of this great American institution.
Coupled with this is the displaying of new ideas, newer
methods, the newest in machinery, the best in live stock,
f•
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fruit, or grain. Demonstration of fruit packing, poultry
handling, sprays, fertilizers, agricultural machinery, and
innumerable other items add to the "benefits derived from
these expositions.
There are state fairs, county fairs, and community
fairs. It is to the latter that those interested in more
efficient agricultural work look with hopeful interest.
"Everybody participates, farmers, farmers' :.Vives, school
teachers, scholars, members of farmers' clubs, of boys'
and girls' clubs. There are exhibits, demonstrations,
addresses, recreational features, perhaps auction sales,
judging contests, group meetings, - a meeting place of
minds and hearts and friends - a medley of play and work,
of happy comradeship and serious purpose, a stimulus to
improvement in practice."
All over New England there are many of these fairs
where one can have a good time. Below is a list of the
more important ones held in New England every fall. A
visit to any one of them is well worth while.
Champlain Valley Exposition, Essex Junction, Vt.
Barnstable Fair, Barnstable, Massachusetts
Sturbridge Fair, Sturbridge, Massachusetts
Maine State Fair, Lewis ton, Maine
*The Food Supply of New England Page 116
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Rutland Pair, Rutland, Vermont
Topsfield Fair, Topsfield, Massachusetts
Washington County Agricultural Society, Kingston, R. I.
Brockton Fair, Brockton, Massachusetts
Eastern States Exposition, Springfield, Massachusetts
Acton Agricultural Association, Acton, Massachusetts
Great Barrington Fair, Barrington, Massachusetts
New England Fair, Worcester, Massachusetts
Three County Fair, Northhampton, Massachusetts
Union Grange Fair, Plymouth, New Hampshire
Danbury Fair, Danbury, Connecticut
Federal and State Aids
The federal and state governments have done much to
aid agriculture. They have appropriated large sums of money
to help establish the state colleges and universities for
resident teaching, research, and extension. They have also
co-operated with the states in the building of roads. In
addition to these financial aids, both the federal and state
c
governments have helped considerably by a widespread distri-
bution of free literature in the form of farmers' bulletins.
They have also been active in regulatory work, helping in
this way to check the spreading of disease among plant pro-
ducts and animals.
0
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The Federal Department of Agriculture
The F ederal Department of A griculture with its many
bureaus - weather, animal industry, plant industry, chem-
istry, entomology, soils, forestry, agricultural economics,
- and its thousands of employees, have done much for Amer-
ican agriculture. Aroostook County, Maine, owes its de-
velopment as a famous potato area largely to the untiring
efforts of the research workers in the Federal Department.
Innumerable other specialized areas also owe their develop-
ment to this branch of the federal government.
Perhaps the most important work carried on by the
Federal Department of Agriculture is- that that regulates
the importation and exportation of certain plant products.
Inspectors are maintained at every port watching carefully
to see that insect pests are kept out. Inspectors are also
maintained at every slaughter house surveying each animal
and discarding those suspected of disease. The department
is also vitally concerned with the pure food and drug law
and is always alert to any violation of the act.
Practically everyone is familiar with the farmers'
bulletins that may be obtained for the asking. Millions
of these bulletins are sent out yearly. livery problem that
0c
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may confront the farmer is discussed in them. They are in-
valuable not only to the farmer but to the teacher, the
business man, the physician, the lawyer, the student, for
they contain a world of information that can not be obtained
elsewhere
.
The State Departments of Agriculture
The first State Board of Agriculture was established
in Ohio in 1840. New England was not slow to follow with
similar boards, for the year 1852 saw the establishment of
a state board of agriculture in Massachusetts. Maine's
board was established three years later in 1855; Connecti-
cut's in 1866; New Hampshire's in 1870; Vermont's in 1871;
and Rhode Island's in 1892. While the laws under which
these boards operate are more or less dissimilar, their
purpose is essentially bhe same - namely, the promotion
of agriculture and the encouragement of the farming inter-
ests .
At first the main function of these state boards of
agriculture was to conduct farmers' meetings and publish
an annual report. Today, the departments are concerned
primarily with the enforcing of laws. The issuing of re-
ports is now left entirely to the colleges where they
*
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rightfully belong. The laws in which the boards are inter-
ested, vary, of course, in the different states, but the fol-
lowing list may give the reader some idea of the work carried
on
.
1. The control and suppression of contagious and
infectious diseases among farm animals.
2. Suppression of insects.
3. Licensing and bonding dealers who purchase milk,
cream, and butter.
4. Licensing commercial feeding stuffs, commercial
fertilizers, etc.
5. Sampling and testing agricultural seeds.
6. Inspection and certification of commercial
nurseries
.
7. Registration of stallions.
8. Collecting information in relation to agricul-
tural resources.
9. Holding farmers' meetings.
10. Grading, packing, shipping, and selling apples.
11. Aiding, assisting, and promoting the marketing
of agricultural products.
12. Regulating the shipment of live stock.
13. Fixing damage to crops and orchards done by
game, birds, etc.
(0
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This list is only a slight indication of the amount of work
carried on by the state departments of agriculture. Their
work is invaluable to both producer and consumer. Let us
be appreciative of 1±.
Many Chambers of Commerce have agricultural committees
because they realize that the prosperity of the merchant is
closely allied with that of the farmer. They not only main-
tain agricultural committees, but they support the Farm
Bureau ( a farmers' organization), have representative farm-
ers on their advisory board, and show their interest in
many other ways.
The Boston Chamber of Commerce has done much for New
England agriculture. It was one of the first Chambers of
Commerce to have an agricultural committee. This commit-
tee has made exhaustive surveys of the cities' milk supply ;
it has studied the decline in New England agriculture; is
has studied the increase in production of a given area: it
has helped various organizations interested in the improve-
ment of agriculture. And above all, it has consistently
and continuously done its utmost to introduce better bus-
iness methods into agriculture.
Commercial Aids
Chambers of Commerce
0n
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Banks
Many banks today maintain agricultural departments.
The meetings of the New England bankers' association al-
ways show a lively interest in the farmer. Their agricul-
tural committees co-operate with the state colleges in
the furtherance of state-wide agricultural projects. They
publish a magazine, the Banker-Farmer, which continually
stresses the unity of interest between the bank and the
farm. They, too, have been instrumental in obtaining bet-
ter national legislation for the making of farm loans and
for the marketing of farm produce.
Those banks located near agricultural communities have
gone so far as to interest themselves in the boys' and
girls' club work. In every New England state the State
Bankers' Association offers cash prizes and trips to state
fairs or to the Eastern States Exposition to members of
the clubs. Some have even financed the projects of these
clubs, no doubt with the idea in mind that they were help-
ing future depositors.
"Some banks employ agricultural agents, men of the
county agent type, whose particular function is to serve
as liaison officer, as it were, to advise individuals as
to their farming operations; to bring the farmer to appre-
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ciate what the bank can do for him; to suggest to the farmer
how he can advantageously borrow; to indicate to his employ-
ers something as to the safety of a proposed loan. Men of
this type are usually agricultural-college graduates, farm
born, with farm instincts, who are agriculturally minded,
shrewd and dependable. The ability of a bank thus equipped
to be of service to its farmer constituency is much en-
hanced .
"
The above quotation perhaps shows better than any other
single item just how far the banks have gone in order to
facilitate their relationships with the farmers. The actual
work done by these banks is far more than the loaning of
money. Their real activities cover a much larger field.
The following list is an excellent example of what ground
their work actually covers.
1. Studying the agricultural industries of the
community.
2. Stimulating them by furnishing working capital
at reasonable rates.
3. Bringing to them information that will be of
value in making their enterprises more profitable.
4. Promoting buying and selling agencies and co-oper-
ating with farmers' exchanges and other similar
organizations
.
-»-Ibid page 135
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5. Helping to reorganize and refinance existing or-
ganizations if they are not on a sound financial
basis .
6. Co-operating with all educational agencies work-
ing in the interests of agriculture.
7. Encouraging better practices on the part of farm-
ers and helping to finance such improvements.
8. Co-operating with all buying and selling agri-
cultural organizations
.
9. Encouraging farmers to keep simple but business-
like farm accounts.
10. Assisting young men to establish themselves on
farms
.
11. Encouraging boys and girls in club work by of-
fering prizes and furnishing capital when needed
for such enterprises.
12. Stimulating high-class production by prizes at
fairs for general farm products locally produced.
13. Sending out timely news letters.
14. Complying with requests for talks on subjects
showing how to establish mutually helpful re-
lationships between the farmer and the banker.
V4
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Physical Factors
Land
The uneven, though picturesque topography of New Eng-
land, makes agriculture here much more difficult than if
the land were as level as that found on our western plains.
The small, irregular fields prevent, to a large extent,
the use of modern machinery and farming operations are of
a necessity carried on on a small scale. Furthermore,
lar~e portions of the New England states are so mountain-
ous that they are totally unfit for agricultural pursuits.
Glaciation has also helped to make farming here dif-
ficult since the glacial soils are not only stony but are
often strewn with huge boulders that form a serious hin-
drance to clearing the land for cultivation. These gla-
cial soils, also, are often unfertile heaps of gravel and
sand. These sterile heaps, known as drumlins and kams
are characteristic of New England topography. The glacier,
too, is responsible for the great variety of soils found
here. A single farm in New England often has several
types of soil, and the adjoining farm may have just as many
types but none of them identical with the types found upon
A
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the first farm. The variety causes diversity in agricul-
ture, which is not always desirable to the farmer.
Along the seashore, and notably the whole of Cape Cod,
quartz sands are prevalent. The unsuitableness of this
type of soil to agriculture is, of course, well known even
to the city dweller.
Taken as a whole, the amount of good farm land avail-
able for cultivation is not extensive. The New England
farmer has a difficult time extracting a living from the
soil. In fact, it is claimed by many, that the man who can
maintain the American standard of living on a New England
farm is worthy of commendation.
Percentage of Improved Farm Land in New England
Maine 36. 4#
New Hampshire 27. OSS
Vermont 36,9$
Massachusetts 36.4%
Rhode Island 40.2
Connecticut 36.9$
Average 36.13^
--•Gilbert, A.W.: Food Supply of New England Page 137
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Climatic Conditions
It is often said that in order to be properly clothed
against the elements in New England it is necessary to carry
along with you a wardrobe suitcase. For even though when
you leave the house in the morning the sun is shining bright-
ly, before noon you are more than likely to encounter rain.
After the rain there is apt to be a sudden drop in tempera-
ture and along with that perhaps a few flurries of snow.
If this is disconcerting to the urbanite, just imagine how
the farmer feels about these many changes occuring within
a single day.
New England weather really does baffle description.
The New England farmer encounters real and serious handicaps
from existent weather conditions. The winters here are
severe enough to necessitate the housing of all live stock
for several months each year. During these same months all
farming is suspended and the day is spent in doing chores
such as chopping wood, shoveling snow, feeding the stock,
and other such routine tasks. Communication and transpor-
tation is often held up during these same months following
a heavy storm. Roads are blocked, telephone wires impaired,
malls delayed, and trains often many hours late. All in
all, the farmer has no easy time of it during the winter.
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TYhile the summer months do not offer as many hardships
as do those of the winter, still the New England farmer
oftentimes has just cause for worry during this season, too
He is frequently subjected to rather sudden, severe showers
just as he is ready to harvest his grain or pick his apple
crop. To be sure, these showers can not be compared with a
southwestern tornado or a tropical hurricane but they are
serious enough to the farmer who has expended months of la-
bor in getting his crop ready for harvest. Hail storms sel
dom occur in this part of the country although the tobacco
growers in the Connecticut Valley fear it sufficiently to
warrant the insuring of their crops against such a calamity
The above a just a few of the things that the farmer
in this part of the world may experience one season or an-
other from the precarious New England weather.
Pests and Diseases
From time immemorial, insects and diseases have been
a hindrance to agriculture and this present day has brought
no relief from these devastating blights, despite the vast
improvement in agricultural practices. The United States
probably suffers more than does any other country in the
world from plant diseases. Reliable authorities state that
a conservative estimate of the loss caused by insects and
---Tercentenary of New England Agriculture Page 60
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plant diseases in this country is from ten to twelve cents
on every dollar V And this estimate does not include the
added cost of fighting these pests.
New England has proved no exception to the damage
wrought by these ravaging insects. In fact, New England
has been extremely unfortunate in the acquisition of foreign
insect pests and plant diseases. Those that have been giv-
ing us the greatest amount of trouble are:
1. The gypsy moth
2. The brown-tailed moth
3. The leopard moth
4. The San Jose scale
5. The codling moth
6. The European corn borer
7. The white pine blister rust
8. The chestnut-bark disease.
It can be safely said that no other section of the country
has more pests to contend with than those listed above.
However, much is being done to combat this evil in the en-
forcing of rigid quarantine lav/s . It is hoped that these
regulations will do a great deal towards reducing such
handicaps
.
-"-Gilbert. A. W. : Food Supply of New England Page 142
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Farm Layouts
Another physical handicap under which the New England
farmer labors is the inconvenient layout of his farm and
buildings. This, in most cases, is due to three things:
1. The original layout was probably poor.
2. The conservatism of the New England
farmer which makes him slow to change
even for the better.
3. The lack of ready funds to make the
needed changes.
Much of the farmer's time and energy is uselessly ex-
pended because of the faulty arrangement found on most New
England farms. Barns and fields are oftentimes great dis-
tances apart, and the conservative New England farmer is
content to leave them so just because his father or grand-
father laid them out that way.
Very few farm houses even today have the conveniences
that all city dwellers consider to be necessities. Running
water, heating systems, and electricity are still unknown
to a great many of our rural inhabitants. If labor saving
devices and conveniences were installed in the outlying
rural districts, the farmer would have much more time to
0
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spend on actual farming and thus increase the productivity
of his land.
Economic Factors
Until this present status of unemployment, one of the
great hindrances to agriculture was the scarcity of farm
labor. It is impossible for the farmer to compete with
the city employer as regards the two factors of hours and
wages. No one cares to work "from sun to sun and then
some" especially if the work is not one's own.
Contrast the work of the youth on the farm with that
of the city youth. Farm work is hard physical labor for
the most part. The farm employee rises many hours before
the city dweller. He has no definite hours of employment.
His Sundays are not free to do with as he pleases for there
is always the milking to be done and the live stock to feed.
Recreational activity is not as avaiable to him at the close
of the day as it is to the city youth.
When coupled with all this is the factor of higher
wages for city employment, is there any wonder that the
farm youth flees to the city at the very first opportunity
that presents itself.
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Another unfavorable economic factor is the irregularity
of employment. Farm work, due to the very nature of the
business, is extremely seasonal. During harvest time hours
of work per day are disregarded entirely. Oftentimes spe-
cial v/eather conditions must be taken advantage of or the
crop will be either lost or else greatly damaged. All these
conditions do not add to the attractiveness of farm work or
make the obtaining of farm workers any the less difficult.
And what of the farm owner himself? Usually during
harvesting season he has to offer higher wages in order to
secure sufficient labor to help him reap his crop, and
oftentimes these higher wages consume all his profits.
There are, of course, many examples of successful farms
but for the most part the farmer usually gets such low
prices for his products that he has to operate his busin-
ess on a very low margin of profit, if not at a loss.
"Low prices for agricultural products are a great discour-
agement to the enterprising farmer and certainly tend to
discourage the investment of new capital and fresh energies
in agricultural enterprises. Without adequate returns,
how is it possible for him to keep his equipment in good
condition, to supplement and better it, or to make im-
provements in the layout of his premises and the conduct
of his business? How is he to secure better and higher-
priced stock, to fertilize his land adequately, or to sec-
•
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ure the best kinds of seed for planting? How can he afford
to send his sons to schools where they can get the education
that will make them better farmers and better citizens?"
These are just some of the factors that the New England
farmer has to combat. Some of them can be remedied; others
can not, but it must be remembered that there are still some
successful farms in New England despite the hardships enum-
erated.
* Ibid Page 154
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The agriculture of New England may be taught to ex-
cellent advantage by teachers in New England schools
since that industry forms such an important phase of New
England life. Statistics show that fully two- thirds of
our population die in the state in which they are born.
That fact alone, furnishes sufficient reason for the in-
structing of our youth in the industry that ranks first
in Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont, and plays an impor-
tant part in the industrial activity of the remaining
three s ta tes
.
In the secondary school this study provides excellent
illustrative material not only for the commercial geography
classes, but for the economics, history, and vocational
guidance classes as well.
The teacher of commercial geography can use this
study as an example of the concentration of an industry
due to the various factors of large markets; favorable
geographic conditions, such as suitable climate, soil, and
topography; supply of labor; available capital for invest-
ment; and the momentum that an early start gives to any
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industry. The crop studies may also be used to advantage
in the commercial geography class since they furnish the
ma.ior part of New England's income.
The economics teacher can find ample material here
to illustrate the laws of supply and demand, the theory
of diminishing returns: division of labor; large-scale
production, etc. The advantage of illustrations that are
based upon material that is familiar to the pupils is one
that is universally recognized. The home-regional method
of approach has proven its value in teaching time and
time again.
The history teacher can favorably devote some time
to the historical development of agriculture in New Eng-
land. Early customs and methods can well be exemplified
in this way since the social and industrial life of the
colonists centered around the farm.
The teacher of vocational guidance has here an ex-
cellent method of approach to the study of agriculture
from a practical standpoint. Concrete illustrations of
what can be expected of farming in New England can be
obtained from the crop studies. Preferred tendencies
towards certain phases of agriculture may be developed
(
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by the pupils as a result of this.
Certainly the study offers much that is valuable
oupils living in a region in which agriculture plays
important a part.
1
CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION
Alien one looks back over the three hundred years of
New England agriculture, one can not help but feel that
New England has traveled far. And there is no reason why-
New England should not keep on traveling in the field of
agriculture
.
While some aspects of farming here are admittedly bad,
if viewed alone, there is no need to regard the general out-
look through smoke-colored glasses. For the future of ag-
riculture here is bright, and forward-looking persons see
progress and betterment ahead. Scientific farming has made
the New England farmer aware of the possibilities of his
climate, soils, and products. New England's agriculture was
rejuvenated along these lines in the past when the almost
spectacular development of agriculture in the west over-
shadowed, for a time, the steady, consistent, sound develop-
ment of agriculture within this territory. Carried out along
these lines of specialization, agriculture is bound to pay
here in the future as it is paying now in the present.
Our agricultural attainments, however, are not due to
physical and economic factors alone. In no small measure
do we owe this attainment to the excellent human stock for
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which New England has always been famous and of which she
i£ justly proud. In a recent magazine article the follow-
ing statement by the author attributed this most notable of
all New England assets to agriculture. "The struggle to
wrest a living by agriculture from a rocky soil gave the
new land the finest of all natural resources - a human stock
marked by courage, intelligence, and character."
A look into the future gives us confidence. We now pro-
duce less than one-fourth of the food products we consume.
There is opportunity here for a very material expansion of
our farm products. New England farmers can be certain of a
ready sale in nearby markets for much greater amounts of
food products than they are now raising. Their greatest
problem is quality of product and this they are meeting ex-
tremely well as is evidenced by our well-known specialty
crops
.
Advantages of which our forefathers never dreamed are
being realized today. Good roads, for instance. Every year
sees great advances in the improvement of our highways. A
network of roads over which we may travel swiftly and easily
is steadily reaching out into newer areas. Rural electrifi-
cation is also being steadily extended, eliminating the dim-
-::-Irwin, W: What y ou ©an Eearn from New England American
Magazine April, 1930
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ness and drudgery so often coupled with farm life.
Lastly, every year sees increasing evidence that men
and women who have gone away in their younger days are now
seeking to re-establish themselves in New England. The
great tide of migration that lured the ambitious to the
west is now sending them back here. It was the desire to
better their condition that drew these adventurous people
away from New England. It is just the same desire that
is bringing them back. This in itself is proof of the
fact that New England offers advantages for satisfactory
and worth while living equaled by no other section of the
country
.
<
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